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23 ~a Bohn dnw mga H&* 
T moodmonth and PL snake 

By Julian Porogoy (1%0) 

I .  Ya pag=seboy M bolan ya mga halos 
T when=new.moon NT moonlmonth T PL snake 

am=bolhG hz tangban kny siran mangaen daw 
SF,NB=appeaI o cave because 1,3,PL DIST,SF,NB:eat and 

m=toig* siron kny mi C-bothozay kny 
sF,NB=group.together 1,3,PL because TD ACCF,NB:appear=NR because 

maga=sozci siran. 
CONT,SF,NB=happy 1,3,PL 

2. Paghz=lazen sab no bolan siran 
when=full.moon mo NT moonlmonth 1,3,PL 

maga=pan-lobog* hz mga hz=hinglo=an daw rnga oso na 
CONT,SF,NB=DIST=stretch.out 0 PL =clean=- and PL mound NT 

lopa. 
earth 

3. Maga=lobog siran !a hz=tebteb no mga gomot kay 
CONT,SF,NB=~tretch.out 1,3,PL 0  crevice NT PL root because 

indaY maga=pan=hangaw siran !a tahaw niran. 
Ldo.not.know CONT,~F ,NB=DI~T=~OO~.U~ U,PL 0 good.spirit II,3,PL 

4. Pag.10-t6 hzan no bolan dom mon=lobog sab 
when=sit soon NT moodmonth L, DlsT.SF,NB=stretch.out m D  

siran kizahi. 

JAPL D2 

5. Pagka.masiselem an--oli siran ngaro hz tangban. 
when=morning s~,~B=return.home 1.3,PL DIR, 0 cave 

Seasonal Behavior of 
Snakes 

1. At new moon the 
snakes come out of the 
cave because they will eat 
and group together be- 
cause that's why they ap- 
pear because they are 
happy. 

2. At full moon they will 
stretch out on the cleared 
off areas and mounds of 
earth. 

3. They will stretch out in 
the crevices of the roots 
because I don't know if 
they are looking up to the 
good spirit. 

4. Later when the moon 
goes down there they will 
also stretch out. 

5. When it is morning 
they will return to the 
cave. 



Seasonal  Behavior of Snakes  

6. Pagka=lihawan sob na bolan 
when=visible.in.morning ADD NT moodmonth 

man-lobog disab siran doro ka mga ka=sagbet=an 
DET,SF,NB=stretch.out ADD 1,3,PL Lq 0 PL =undergrowth; 

mga batang ngaro ka mga kilid no sapd koy 
PL hollow.log DIR,  o PL edge NT riverlwater because 

man-held siran dalem kay siran madoza. 
DIST,SF,NB=dwell 1,3,PL inside because 13,PL ST,SF,NB=weak 

7. Din' siran an=dalagan ka too kay ma=salcit ya 
NEG 1,3,PL SF,NB=run o persondive because S T , S F , N B = ~ ~ ~ ~  T 

lawas niran. 
body II9,PL 

8. Kon maka=arani ya tao kaniran amrbangd 
iflwhen ABL.SF,NB=near T person~live 1119 ,~~  sF,Nu=bite 

siran kay maziseg. 
1,3,PL because ST.SF,NB:angry 

9. Ani ma:ariati nga am=bangci ka tao kay din 
TD ST,SF,~u:hurry LK s ~ , ~ ~ = b i t e  0 personnive because NEG 

mazkitnn kay din am=pa=borarawas* siran. 

ST.RF,NB=See:- because NEG SF,NB=CAUS=~O.OU~ 1,3,PL 

10. Mananan nga mazsagitnan na tao kay dalem 
ST,SF,NB=hurry LK ST,SF,NB=Step.on NT persondive because inside 

ka rongag daw sagbet maga=lobog siron. 
0 hole and undergrowth CONT,sF,NB=stretch.out 1,3,PL 

6. When the moon is 
visible during the day 
they will also stretch out 
there in the undergrowth 
(and) hollow logs there at 
the edge of the water be- 
cause they live inside be- 
cause they are  weak. 

7. They will not run after 
a person because their 
bodies are painful. 

8. If a person goes near 
them they will bite be- 
cause they are angry. 

9. That is what makes 
them quickly bite a per- 
son because they can't be 
seen because they will not 
go out even a short time 
where they can be  seen. 

10. They are quickly 
stepped on by people be- 
cause they are stretching 
out inside the holes (in 
the ground) and 
underbrush. 



132 Mamanwa Texts 

Cultural and Linguistic Notes on SEASONAL BEHAVIOR OF SNAKES 

Title halas 'snake'. This story has to do with the seasonal behavior of snakes. Mamanwas in the 
sitio Pangaylan area kill snakes and do not hold any apparent belief that they are a bad 
omen. 

Mamanwas in Surigao believe that snakes have spirits. For this reason they don't kill 
them lest either the spirit of the snake or its mate return to retaliate. To the Surigao 
Mamanwas the presence of a snake is a bad omen. It has come, they believe, to ask 
permission (nagsabi) to cause sickness or death to a family member. In order to prevent 
this the Mamanwa says to the snake, "We are sorry, forgive us, we have nothing to give 
you." Lizards and centipedes fall into the same category as snakes in regard to these beliefs. 

1. antoig 'group together'. According to this story snakes come out of caves at new moon 
(seboy) in order to eat and group together. The narrator attributes joy to them at this 
particular phase of the moon. They come out when the moon is full (kalazan) to stretch 
out where the land has been cleared and in the crevices of tree roots as well. The narrator 
says that maybe they are doing this to look up  to the helpful spirit being. When the moon 
is going down they do the same thing. When the moon is yet visible early in the morning 
(lihawan) they will also stretch out, this time in the undergrowth, hollow logs, and at the 
edge of the river. They will live in these places because this is the time of the year when 
they are weak. For this reason they will not run after people because not only are their 
bodies weak, but they are also painful. This may be a reference to molting (nagahilono) of 
snakes. However, if a person comes near them they will bite. They bite quickly when people 
accidentally step on them, since they cannot see them stretched out in the tall grass, or 
hollow logs, or by the edge of the river. 

2. magaparilobog 'many snakes stretched out on the ground' from the root word lobog 'stretch 
out'. This word also applies to dogs and pigs when they sit or lie with their limbs flat on 
the ground. 

9. ampaborarawas 'go out' from the root word gawas 'to go out of an enclosure or an area'. 
Initial g becomes r and the initial cv is repeated twice indicating diminutive aspect, so that 
the gloss becomes 'go out even for a short time'. 




